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SCARCE AND BEAUTIFUL IMPRINTS
OF CHICAGO

BY J. CHRISTIAN BAY

HERE is abundant evidence all about us of a grow-

ing interest in the literature of the Middle West.

We had here, in the pioneer days, several centers of

enlightenment. The Ohio Valley developed a literature

of its own early in the past century. The history of it

was ripe for writing, and it was ably written by Venable,

forty years ago. Influences leading to literary activity

crept northward along the river courses, in the tracks of

pioneers, among whom we find a very large number of

high-minded persons naturally taking a leading part in

the events of the day. Not all wielded a pen as readily

as a sword or a tool, but many were able to tell a story

well and truthfully. Many were fitted for great social

influence. In Chicago they gathered from everywhere.

There were rough-and-ready men and women here, but

when we attempt to check off names, a surprisingly large

number prove symbolic of American historical continuity.

It was they who defended America against the one world-

power in 1812. It was their children who helped defend

our national unity. And now, amid the many foreign and

strange entanglements that surround us, it is their grand-

children who cast about for symbols of American unity.

An idealistic and enthusiastic son of a Western

pioneer, Hamlin Garland, sounded a note of deep sig-
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nificance when in 1894 he made this appeal to what after-

ward he aptly termed the Middle Border—that her

source of enlightenment must be local life, color and

inspiration derived from the joys and sorrows and occupa-

tions, the skyline, the mornings, and sunsets, which con-

stitute daily life in the Middle West.

It has been my pleasure to trace the effects of this

warning to the Middle West for nearly a quarter-century,

but this can only be mentioned here. It is mentioned,

however, for the reason that the echo of Garland’s

Crumbling Idols proves identical with the clarion call

of our pioneer literature, which is the note of natural

narrative, directly told as history, indirectly as story

and poetry. In this spirit do I attempt to characterize

by demonstration and criticism less than a half-hundred

of notable books produced in Chicago within the not yet

expired century after the beginning of printing in this city.

There are four Chicago books of first importance in

Western history and exploration: The first is Mrs. J. H.

Kinzie’s Narrative of the Massacre at Chicago
,

1812,

printed in 1844 by Ellis and Fergus. Whether taken as

it is or considered in the light of historical criticism (by

Quaife and others), it is a notable tale. The demure blue

paper covers are symbolic of pioneer simplicity. This

account was included in the author’s larger work, Wau-

Bun
,
or the Early Bay in the Northwest

,
which, although

printed in New York in 1856, is the literary and historical

property of Chicago. Its place in our history has been

admirably determined by Quaife’s able criticism, while
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the Caxton Club, in publishing its monumental new edi-

tion of this book in 1901, with annotations by Thwaites,

emphasized its cultural value for all time.

C. M. Clark’s Trip to Pike's Peak (1861) would attract

scant attention by its physical appearance, but it survives

with praise and glory on account of the excellence and

truth of the narrative of the gold rush centering on

Colorado. Clark’s book is very much scarcer than many
of its better made, but intrinsically less valuable, con-

temporaries.

The “ Biographical Sketch of Robert Kennicott, ” pub-

lished in the Transactions of the Chicago Academy of

Science
,

x
is an important document on our early explora-

tion of the remote Northwest. The subject of this biog-

raphy, a skilful naturalist and a born explorer, deserves

a loving remembrance also as an indefatigable student

of Nature; and it is to be regretted that our only source

of adequate information about him is one of the very

rarest books bearing a Chicago imprint.

Our early printing houses nearly all confined their

efforts to the routine work necessary in a rapidly growing

community. Two form a notable exception : Edward H,

Rudd, who in 1840 printed J. N. Balestier’s Annals of

Chicago
,
and Ellis and Fergus, who issued in 1840 William

H. Brown’s Early History of Illinois. These two contri-

butions to the history of Chicago are of permanent inter-

est in that they illustrate social conditions as well as

manners and customs of pioneer times. Fergus was for

1 Vol. I, Pt. 2 (1869).
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many years identified with the printing and publishing

of literary material illustrating the history of early times.

Himself a student of history, he published a series of

directories of the city and aided, most unselfishly, in the

publication of many of the important works brought out

by the Chicago Historical Society. He founded the

“Fergus Historical Series,” which contains a number of

very important contributions, whether first issues or

reprints, of books and papers significant in the history of

the Illinois region. Notable among these are John

Wentworth’s three papers, Early Chicago
,

first, second,

and third paper (1876-81), and Hiram Beckwith: The

Illinois and Indiana Indians (1884). The Fergus print-

ing house also brought out, under the auspices of the

Chicago Historical Society, new editions of John Rey-

nolds’ two important books, Pioneer History of Illinois

(original edition, Belleville, 1852) and My Own Times

{ibid., 1855); and the term, “new editions,” is used

advisedly, because the Fergus issues of these books are

considerably revised and amended, and preferable to the

originals as historical materials.

This leads us to the “Collections” of the Chicago

Historical Society, a short but very valuable series of

monographs, beginning with George Flower’s History

of the English Settlement (1882) and containing also the

important monograph, The Settlement of Illinois
,
1778—

1830, by Arthur C. Boggess, a critical work of high value,

containing an annotated bibliography of early travel and

description bearing upon the main subject of the work.
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We are concerned here not only with rare and fine

examples of printing, but essentially with books of

intrinsic merit. Some of the later presses established in

Chicago have endeavored to combine both these virtues

in their production.

The Blue Sky Press, organized by Langworthy and

Stevens, flourishing in the nineties, specialized in small

books of distinct literary merit, including A Harvest of

Reeds and The Unremembered God
,
being collections of

poems by Charles Granger Blanden (pseud., Laura Black-

burn), and the following: Mucronis Puerisque: Being two

papers of a casual nature called The Dagger in the Book
,

by Thomas Wood Stevens, and The Boy in the Book
,
by

Alden Charles Noble, 1900 (98 copies printed); Mistress

Alice Jocelyn
,
her Letters . ... an English Mayde’s Voy-

age to the Province of Maine and what did befall her there-

after,
endeavored by C. Emma Cheney, 1903 (500 copies

on paper, 25 on vellum).

The format, decorations, and binding of these and

other Blue Sky Press books will attract every succeeding

generation of booklovers. The same is true of a number

of small volumes published by the Reilly and Britton

Company, notably Bert Leston Taylor: The Pipesmoke

Carry (1912), illustrated by C. B. Falls—a fine example of

a full harmony between author, artist, and printer;

artistically, a quiet, inspiring, sincere series of meditations,

and once discovered not easily forgotten.

The Village Press, founded by Frederick and Bertha

Goudy, now famous for their theoretical and practical
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studies of typography, had its modest beginnings at

Hingham, near Boston, and its main work has been done

since its removal from Chicago to New York City. Mr.

Goudy’s revival of classical forms of typography has given

rise to a new development of taste and method throughout

the country, and every piece which bears his imprint

deserves a place of honor in any collection.

Ralph Fletcher Seymour (the Alderbrink Press) who
began to print books and pamphlets here in 1899, has to

his credit a variety of books in various styles, but all

show great care in fitting together traits and materials

which harmonize, and not a few deserve unreserved praise.

Mr. Seymour produced for the Caxton Club several very

fine books, notably the following: James Westfall

Thompson, The Frankfort Book Fair
, 1911; The Develop-

ment of Chicago 1674-1914 Shown in a Series of Contem-

porary Original Narratives
,
compiled and edited by Milo

Milton Quaife, 1916.

The first—a work of superior merit and showing rare

scholarship—is printed with exquisite care as shown in

the variations of the type to suit special demands

(emphasis, quotation, etc.); the decorations are wholly

synchronous to the text, and the illustrations, especially

the woodcuts, leave nothing to be desired. If the margins

could have been a trifle wider and the book thus extended

to true folio size, the effects of the splendid text arrange-

ment would appear to still greater advantage. In the

case of the second book, unfortunately printed in a very

small edition, we find what might be termed the perfect
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specimen of bibliofabrical art: size, text, title-page,

margins, the use of italics, all are entirely satisfactory to

us, and communicate an air of dignity, rest, restraint,

not often duplicated by modern printers.

Mr. Seymour also designed the following little gem:

The Song of Demeter and Persephone; an Homeric Hymn:
Walter Pater’s Translation

, 1902, printed by R. R. Don-

nelley and Sons Company, for which he created some

pretty borders and initials which, I am informed, were

printed over gold-leaf laid on the paper—the first instance,

in Chicago, of the use of this method.

From the Roadside Press but few books seem to have

reached the market, but we have before us, with their

imprint, A Wildling Bough
,
by Charles Granger Blanden,

1915, about which there is a peculiar chasteness and

serenity very wholesome and entirely unique, scarcely

definable in language and yet quite tangible.

The societies and clubs which have to their credit

notable or beautiful books include: (1) The Chicago

Historical Society, whose “ Collections” were noted above,

but which also deserves mention for a series of lectures and

addresses before this society, especially Charles B. Reed’s

Masters of the Wilderness (1914), which contains most

valuable papers on the Hudson Bay Company, the Fur

Trade days in the Northwest, and that exquisite souvenir,

“A Dream of Empire”; the adventures of Tonty in old

Louisiana; (2) The Chicago Literary Club, a bibliography

of whose publications, compiled by Mr. Josephson, was

printed in these Papers for 1917. It is due to the activi-
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ties of this club that many biographical papers on men of

merit in Chicago have been written and worthily preserved

—that of William F. Poole among many others. The Club

Papers cover a variety of interesting subjects, among

which we must content ourselves with mentioning Bishop

Cheney’s historical contributions, Charles B. Reed’s paper

on Albrecht von Haller, James Osgood Brown’s De

Senectute
,
and James Westfall Thompson’s well-nigh

classical The Last Pagan. All of the Club Papers were

printed for members in limited editions, and the design-

ing of them for many years was in the capable editorial

hands of Frederick W. Gookin, who devised for them

those unique and tasteful vignettes which make these

papers as well as the club’s yearbooks a very desirable

addition to any booklover’s library. No other literary

club, as far as I know, can exhibit a similar series of

printed papers of uniformly high value and typographic

merit.

In this connection we must not forget to call attention

to David Swing’s Club Essays
,
Chicago, 1881, which con-

tains five papers of rare merit, including the felicitous

paper :
“ Parlez-vous Fran^ais ? ” with its emphatic utter-

ance of the ideal non multa sed multum; and the character-

istic final whiplash: “‘Parlez-vous frangais?’ Not well;

not at all; would to Heaven we could even learn to speak

English.”

The Caxton Club began its activities as a book-

publishing organization in 1896. Its publications are

well known. They embrace important critical editions
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of early travels and explorations in the Mississippi

Valley (La Salle, Tonty, Mrs. J. H. Kinzie), Poe’s Letters

to Patterson
,

Derby’s Phoenixiana
,

Uzanne’s French

Bookbinders of the Eighteenth Century
,
Duff’s monograph

on William Caxton, The Caxton Scrap Book

,

Henry E.

Legler’s Of Much Love and Some Knowledge of Books

,

Alfred W. Pollard’s monograph of Colophons

,

Davenport’s

book on Samuel Mearne, the two works on the Frankfort

Book Fair and the development of Chicago mentioned

above, and a work edited with exceptional skill—an

important contribution to the history of the Pacific

Northwest—and now, probably, the rarest of the Caxton

Club publications, namely: Ponteach or the Savages of

America. A Tragedy
,
by Robert Rogers. With an Intro-

duction and a Biography of the Author
,
by Allan Nevins

,

Chicago, 1914 (175 copies).

The Dofobs Club, founded by Roswell M. Field and

other booklovers, issued its First Book of the Dofobs in

1907. Whether this club derived its name from “the

old bibliophile, Dofobius, who lived in Rome contempo-

raneously with Horace, Vergil, and Maecenas,” or from a

less impressive and august source—an acrostic on the

expletive “Damned Old Fools Over Books” has been

hinted at—its publications are as genuinely beautiful as

their number is small. They include the following: The

First (and Second) Book of the Dofobs, 1907 and 1909 (these

contain some interesting literary contributions and per-

sonal reminiscences of books and bookmen by Roswell M.

Field, Nathan H. Dole, Charles D. Allen, Neal Brown,
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Adrian J. Joline, Franklin H. Head, W. K. Bixby, and

George R. Peck)
;
The Love Letters of Nathaniel Hawthorne ,

2 volumes, 1907 (62 copies). The Brothers of the Book,

organized by Mr. Lawrence Woodworth, is responsible

for some very pretty books and leaflets, notably Steven-

son’s Morality of the Profession of Letters
,
which, although

printed in Gouverneur, New York, in 1899, should be

mentioned here, as the activities of this organization now
are centered in Chicago.

The Bookfellows, a recent association of friends of

literary pursuits, began an auspicious publishing activity

in 1919 by issuing Vincent Starrett’s poetic anthology,

In Praise of Stevenson. Its second publication, Adventures

with Books and Autographs
,
by George F. Seymour, will

be found most pleasant reading, containing as it does the

experiences of a book-collector who boasts neither of his

money nor of his acquisitions, but merely wishes to share

his preferences and the joy they give him with kindred

souls.

Of publishers Chicago had and has its fair share. A
few are known far and wide; still fewer deserve mention

on account of their high ideals and the superior literary

quality of the books they fathered. Mr. F. J. Schulte

published Roswell Field’s first book, In Sunflower Land
,

Stories of God’s Own Country
,
in 1892. The author, the

brother of Eugene Field, who sustains an independent

reputation among all that learned to appreciate his fine

instinct for beauty and his rare ability to tell a story well,

here collected a number of Western stories and sketches
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of surpassing truth and beauty, to explain and depict the

land he loved so well. No wonder that this book is

counted among the first Chicago rarities. It would

remain one even if the bulk of the edition had not been

destroyed in the fire which consumed McClurg’s book-

store in 1895. Anyone spying a row of sunflowers on

the back of a gray cloth cover may safely take legal pos-

session of the book thus ornamented. This sunflower also

adorns Hamlin Garland’s Prairie Folks (1892), a series of

excellent stories of the Middle Border in later pioneer

times.

Way and Williams, who also flourished here in the

nineties, ushered in an era of distinctive books of small

size, enduring quality, and typographical beauty. This

is true even more of Stone and Kimball, whose books,

although largely printed elsewhere, represent an ideal

enterprise and high literary ambition. They created

possibilities for a number of Western writers (Hamlin

Garland’s Crumbling Idols [1894] and his Rose of DutchePs

Coolly [1895]), sought out the flower of English poets and

authors (Stevenson’s Vailima Letters
,

etc.), and proved

that a literary periodical might continue here with some

success, if real artistic merit in a modern form of utter-

ance were sustained as a guiding editorial principle. If

Mr. Herbert S. Stone had lived longer, or had found a

successor to continue his work, the imprint of his firm

might have helped to render Chicago less dependent

upon the East for books suited to the minds of the

Middle Border.
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Such books were printed for some—alas! too short

—

years by William S. Lord of Evanston, who published

Roswell Field’s little book, The Passing of Mother's

Portrait
,
in 1901. This little tale, or fancy, unquestion-

ably stands out as the most pathetically true and estheti-

cally tender and beautiful prose story written and pub-

lished in Chicago. It is at once a prophecy and a serious

warning to every rising generation. It deserves to be

incorporated in the list of obligate reading in the high

schools of this city. Another book by Roswell Field,

The Romance of an Old Fool
,
was published by Lord in

1902. Both these books long ago became rare, but the

finding of copies is worthy of a painstaking search.

Walter M. Hill is the publisher of still another work

by Roswell Field, Madeline (1906)—a book containing

much evidence of the personal charm and old-fashioned

courtly poetical conviction and bearing of an author that

appeals to humanism rather than to incidental sentiment.

Roswell Field was the Charles Lamb of the Mississippi

Valley, if I may borrow a happy thought expressed by

Mr. Frank M. Morris.

Mr. Hill’s little books do not compete with the mass-

production now as before in evidence everywhere. The

latest book on his list is The Sonneteering of Petrarchino,

a series of sonnets by an anonymous local poet, printed

in the chaste and exquisite style characteristic of John

Henry Nash, of San Francisco. His imprint also dis-

tinguishes two little books by Vincent Starrett, on

Ambrose Bierce and Arthur Machen, both printed by
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the Torch Press, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and James

Westfall Thompson’s The Lost Oracles
,
which exemplifies

the careful work done by the University of Chicago Press.

Among several pieces printed for private circulation by

Mr. Hill we are bound to point out Starrett’s The Lost

Hamlet
,
a clever story in Conan Doyle’s style, printed on

handmade paper and most attractively illustrating the

success of the Torch Press in fine and careful printing

and book-making.

This brief sketch cannot be closed without mention of

the work of the Lakeside Press (R. R. Donnelley’s Sons),

from which not only large editions of books for commercial

consumption have been brought out, but also a series of

exquisitely beautiful privately printed books worthy of

high praise, such as: William Edward Baubie, French-

Canadian Verse, 1917; John Stocker Miller, Poems of

Youth
, 1907.

In 1895, the Lakeside Press printed—in an edition of

twenty-five copies on Japan paper—for Charles G. Dawes

two Chicago classics: Governor Oglesby’s impromptu

speech What I Know about Farming1 and Judge Marcus

Kavanaugh’s Scrapper Halpin.

But the claims of the Lakeside Press upon booklovers

is also founded upon “The Lakeside Classics,” a series

of reprints, carefully edited, of what constitutes truly

classics in the history and description of this part of the

country and the Northwest. One volume is printed each

year at Christmastime, and distributed among the friends

1 A reprint was issued by J. Christian Bay in one hundred copies and

distributed after the presentation of this address.
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and patrons of the Press with the firm’s greetings. The
printing, binding, and finishings all is done by the appren-

tice class of the Lakeside Press, to illustrate their ideals

of a well-made book. And not only are these books well

made, but they contain historical works, autobiographies,

and early travels unforgettable to him who loves this fair

land in its original serene beauty and exquisite abundance;

so “The Lakeside Classics” are becoming an institution

near and dear to every collector of books of intrinsic value

and beauty. They include five volumes of reprints of

historical matter on Chicago, the Autobiography of

Gurdon Saltonstall Hubbard
,
the Indian Captivity of 0 . M.

Spencer
,
Mrs. Tillson’s Memoirs of Early Life in Illinois.

Georges Rogers Clark’s Conquest of the Illinois
,
and

Alexander Henry’s Travels and Adventures. The books

are edited in an exemplary way and truly fulfil their

triple mission of preserving rare matter from being

forgotten, exemplifying the highest possible development

of book-production for practical purposes, and attracting

pleasant memories to the Lakeside Press.

Finally, this house also is the printer of what undoubt-

edly must be termed the rarest book bearing a Chicago

imprint. It is Rudyard Kipling’s The Brushwood Boy
,

printed in the year 1903 in an edition of but one copy for

Mr. Franklin H. Head. The whereabouts of even this

copy are unknown, and the book would be lost, or a

myth, if it had not occurred to the printer to strike off

one more copy, whereby the existence of the only one

could be authenticated!
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Ultimately, we may urge the fact that Young E. Alli-

son’s world-famous poem, The Derelict
,
was first printed

in its complete form (six verses) with the inimitable illus-

trations by J. C. Johansen in a Chicago periodical, namely,

the Rubric .

1 Like many of the above-named books and

pamphlets, this issue of a short-lived but artistically

very winning bibelot now is a great rarity. Even more

scarce is the separate issue of the poem, printed as a

folder, the leaves folded lengthwise; of this but two

copies are known to exist.

There is a very small, but significant book, by the

mention of which these remarks will be fittingly concluded

and sealed. I refer to the Memories of the Chicago Fire
,

Written by M. E. and E. W. Blatchford for Their Children
,

Chicago, privately printed, October, 1921 (43 pages). On
and between the lines of this little book of memories we

find that frank, God-fearing, reposeful, dutiful, and

gloriously humane spirit upon which the constructive

work of our pioneers was founded. Without this spirit,

no life capable of sustaining beautiful books can develop

anywhere. It will be due to the permanence of this

spirit, if we, as a race, shall be permitted to continue in

the valley of the Mississippi.

1 Vol. I, No. 1, October, 1901.
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